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PRESS RELEASE 

JewelMed: “Comparative analysis of manufacturing technologies in goldsmithing and 

silversmithing from the VII to the I century B.C. in the Mediterranean area”. 

 

The Benaki Museum is going to present at the National Hellenic Research Foundation, on 18th 

of October 2001, for the first time officially, the European Project JEWELMED both to the 

Press and to the Scientific Community. 

 

The project is a Concerted Action financed by the 5th Framework Programme of the Europpean 

Union. The project started on March 2000 and will reach its end on March 2002. The main 

objectives of JewelMed is the identification, the analysis and the comparative study of the 

goldsmithing and silversmithing techniques used from the VII until the I century BC in the 

Mediterannean area. 

 

Information technology and Multimedia, provide the project with the necessary support to 

create infrastructures for archiving, recording and linking the data collected as well as for 

illustrating it properlyfor educational and training purposes. In parallel, the scientific 

supporting technologies for material chracterisation (laser, SEM, EDX, metalography, atomic 

absorption X-ray fluorescence and X-ray crystallography) contribute to the identification of 

production processes, alloys in use, joining methods, etc. 

 

Through expert team-work of the partners an important ammount of precious jewels of the 

specific periods, has been gathered, studied and analysed. The collected information is 

electronically stored into a Database, according to a specific format, which satisfies the highest 

scientific requirements and sufficiently flexible for on line availability. The data base structure, 

developed throughout the first year of the project offers the following functions: 

- administrative data – information related to the place of origin of the artefacts and 

their current location 

- data related to usability – information on the possible use of the object based on the 

observation of similar objects 

- data related to production technologies – information on technologies, materials and 

tools used in the production of the artefacts 

- iconographic/decorative data – information related to recurrent decorative themes 

- archaeological data – information related to the site and the 

restoration/conservation procedures implemented from the time the object was 

found. 



 
The partners of the project are: 
 
• EJTN-GEIE (European Jewellery Technology Network – European Economic Interest Group), 

Belgium, acting as the Project Coordinator. 
Scientific person in charge is the President of the company, Dr. Maria Luisa Vitobello  (assistant 
coordinators Mr. Luca di Giacomo and Ms. Chiara Dacco, scientific advisors: Prof. Enzo Lippolis, 
Prof. Edilberto Formigli, Prof. Hatem Hassan, and DEFOP Srl as subcontractor). 

• University of Ancona - Institute of Physical Science, Italy. 
Scientific person in charge is Prof. Franco Rustichelli, (scientific collaborator: PhD Alessandra 
Giuliani). 

• Benaki Museum - Conservation Department, Greece. 
Scientific person in charge is the conservator Mrs. Despina Kotzamani (scientific collaborators: 
Ms. Georgia Karidi and Mrs. Maria Throuvala, as well as Systema Informatics as subcontractor). 

• National Archaeological Museum of Malta. 
Scientific person in charge is the Director of the Museum, Prof. Antony Pace, (scientific 
collaborators: Dr. Nathaniel Cutajar and Dr. ssa Suzanneh Depasquale). 

• Hashemite University, Jordan. 
Scientific person in charge is Prof. Talal Akasheh. 

• Higher Technical Institute, Cyprus. 
Scientific person in charge is the Director of the Institute, Mr. Dinos Loisou (scientific 
collaborators: Prof. Marinos Ioannides, Prof. Andreas Stassis). 

• BayaNet – Projects Department, Egypt. 
Scientific person in charge is Dr. Adel Danish (scientific advisor Prof. Hatem Hassan). 

• University of Ioannina – Department of Computer Science, Medical Technology and Software 
Development Unit, Greece. 
Scientific person in charge is the Director of the Department, Prof.Dimitris Fotiadis (scientific 
collaborators: Mrs. Konstantina Baga and Mrs. Eleni Vlachou). 

 

Mr. Ion Siotis, Chairman of NHRF, and the Director of the Benaki Museum Prof. Angelos 

Delivorrias will welcome the attendants. Short presentations from the project partners will 

follow. The subjects of the presentations will be the goals of the project, its results until now 

and relevant activities of the partners. 

 

After the end of the presentations the attendants will have the opportunity to see the first version 

of the JEWELMED data base and internet site, as well as the Benaki Museum Multimedia 

Application that was developed in 1999 from the Documentation and Systems department of the 

Museum to frame the exhibition “Greek Jewellery from the Collections of the Benaki Museum”. 

 

The event will be followed by a reception. 


